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Abstract/Executive Summary

Due to current events, such as global warming causing the increase of carbon dioxide in

the air as well as pandemic and the risk of catching deadly viruses, we were curious if there was

a way to monitor air quality in their surrounding areas, such as school and homes. We strongly

believed that knowing what’s in the air could then lead to the best possible solutions and a much

safer and healthier environment.

For this reason, we were meeting with a retired professional from Silicon Valley, and

together we developed a robotic air quality monitoring system, called Snoopy. In order to build

such a robot, we needed the following hardware: Arduino Mega microcontroller board, two

stepper motors, two drive wheels, pivot wheel, BlueFruit drive for Bluetooth, Real Time Clock,

SGP30 chemical sniffer/sensor, PMSA003 dust & pollen sensor, SD driver, SD card, battery

holder with connector and plug, batteries, and wall-mounted power supply. After connecting all

these parts together, we then worked with our mentor on programming them in an Arduino

coding environment using C++ language.

Thanks to all these efforts, intense learning, and wonderful mentorship, each of us took

our own Snoopy home in order to measure the quality of the air and to collect data, which we

then analyzed and compared with each other as well as presented graphically using another

programming language, Python. In order to better understand our data, we also did research

about the particles in the air, and we learned that increased amounts of some of them may have

very harmful effects on human’s health.

As a result of this project, we found out that there is very good air quality at school, but

not at our homes. Because of this, we propose the following solutions to improve the quality of

air: open the window to allow CO2 and TVOC escape from the house, replace carpet with tiles,

use ecological paints, use air purifiers with HEPA filters, and invest in a good ventilation system.
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Hypothesis

Due to current events, such as global warming causing the increase of atmospheric

carbon dioxide as well as pandemic and its constantly increasing COVID cases, there is a big

chance that the air quality isn’t sufficient, and should be improved. In order to confirm this

hypothesis, a programmable air quality monitoring system should be used to identify the

circumstances that contribute to either worsening or improving the quality of air. We predict that

simply opening windows and doors as well as investing in a good air purification and ventilation

systems should contribute to decreasing the level of carbon dioxide and other toxic gasses in the

air, but at the same time these remedies (especially opening the window) might increase the level

of pollen.

Identify the Problem

Problem Background and Research

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

Carbon dioxide is made of one carbon atom and two oxygen atoms, and is a naturally

occurring gas in the atmosphere, without which plants would not be able to survive, and our

planet would be too cold after the sunset. Carbon dioxide, as a greenhouse gas, traps heat in the

atmosphere keeping our planet warm (Smith, 2019). However, due to anthropogenic CO2

emissions, caused by human activities, such as burning fossil fuels for energy, recent outdoor

carbon dioxide levels are the highest they’ve ever been.
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According to the article published at climate.gov, “fossil fuels like coal and oil contain

carbon that plants pulled out of the atmosphere through photosynthesis over many millions of

years; and we are returning that carbon to the atmosphere in just a few hundred years” (Lindsey,

2020). As shown on the chart below, since the start of the Industrial Revolution in 1750, the

amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (blue line) has increased along with human

emissions (gray line) and currently it has already exceeded 400 ppm (particles per million parts

of air). That is why the lowest possible level of carbon dioxide that has been detected by Snoopy

never dropped below 400 ppm.

In addition to atmospheric carbon dioxide, there is also indoor CO2, which is produced

by our own bodies as a byproduct of respiration when we exhale as well as during cooking,

burning candles, incense, wood in fireplace, and smoking. And if there is poor ventilation in our

houses that are tightly sealed to save energy, CO2 is trapped and builds up to unhealthy levels. At

around 1000 ppm, the residents may start to experience fatigue, sleepiness, and problems with

concentration. With prolonged exposure to higher concentration of CO2, people will experience

additional and more severe health issues, such as headache, drowsiness, tiredness, dizziness,

sweating, difficulty breathing, and even seizures and loss of consciousness when the level of
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indoor CO2 is very high. The table below shows the examples of health effects caused by the

specific levels of CO2 concentration (Smith, 2019).

CO2 Concentration Health Effects

< 1000 ppm Limited or no health effects

1000 ppm - 2500 ppm Fatigue, loss of focus and concentration, uncomfortable
‘stuffy’ feeling in the air

2500 ppm - 5000 ppm Headache, drowsiness, tiredness

5000 ppm - 40000 ppm Violates OSHA requirements, severe headaches, slight
intoxication depending on the exposure time

40000 ppm - 100000 ppm IDLH (Immediately dangerous to life or health), dizziness,
increased heart rate, sweating, difficulty breathing; seizures
and loss of consciousness after prolonged exposure

> 100000 ppm Loss of consciousness within minutes, coma, risk of death

Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC)

Total Volatile Organic Compounds are multiple organic chemicals that become a gas at

room temperature. Many VOCs come from cleaners and disinfectants, air fresheners, fragrances,

paints and solvents, glue, plywood, candles and fires, cooking fumes, new furniture and carpets,

electronic devices, etc. TVOC can be measured in micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3) of air (or

milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m3), parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb)). Past

recommendations from the USEPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2021) and

indoor environment rating schemes is that a recommended limit of 500 ppb TVOC and less than

250 ppb of any one VOC is appropriate in average office environments (The World Green

Building Council, 2020). The table below shows the recommended actions that should be taken

for a given ppb level of TVOC:
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0 - 250 ppb The VOC contents in the air are low.

250 - 2000 ppb Look for VOC sources if this average level persists for a month.

> 2000 ppb The VOC contents are very high - consider taking action/ventilating
right now.

Some VOCs are bad for health, especially during long-term exposure in large doses.

Immediate symptoms that some people have experienced soon after exposure to VOCs are eye

and respiratory tract irritation, headaches, dizziness, visual disorders and memory impairment.

Some VOCs as formaldehyde (used in making building materials) can cause cancer (Advanced

Solutions Nederland B.V., 2020).

Pollen

Some plants, including various kinds of trees, grasses, and weeds, make a fine powder

called pollen that’s light enough to travel through the air in order to reproduce. More than 25

million Americans are allergic to pollen, which means that their white blood cells release a

chemical, called histamine, when their immune system is defending against allergen. This can

result in allergic reactions, such as itchy throat; red, itchy, watery eyes; runny or stuffy nose;

sneezing; wheezing or coughing (Fields and DerSarkissian, 2021).

In addition to getting medical help, many people try to avoid going out and stay indoors

instead. However, as our Snoopy found out, keeping the window always closed, traps CO2 and

TVOC inside and makes the indoor air even more dangerous and toxic.

The Size of Particles

Due to the microscopic size of the particles in the air, in order for Snoopy to detect and

correctly classify them, it was necessary to install two kinds of sensors, one for CO2 and TVOC
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and the other one for pollen and dust.

As shown here, pollen, salt, and sand are significantly larger than viruses or bacteria.

Because of their higher relative sizes, our body is usually able to block them out—a particle

needs to be smaller than 10 microns before it can be inhaled into our respiratory tract. Because of

this, pollen or sand typically get trapped in the eyes, nose, and throat, before they enter our lungs.

The smaller particles (e.g. viruses or wildfire smoke) however, are able to slip through more

easily and cause even more dangerous health risks.

While allergies to pollen worsen the quality of life and are very inconvenient (sometimes

even making it difficult to see), the smaller particles, like viruses, are even more dangerous for

human health. However, air pollution caused by particulate matter (such as dust, dirt, soot, and

smoke particles) has even more chances to enter human lungs. For example, wildfire smoke at

just a fraction of the size between 0.4-0.7 microns, has been identified as the key factor in not

just respiratory issues, but also cardiovascular and neurological problems (Ang et al., 2020).

Because of all these harmful air particles, it’s very important especially now, during the

time of pandemic and global warming resulting in frequent wildfires, to constantly care for the
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best air quality possible in both public and private places.

Work Done By Others

Since building the robot and programming all its components required thorough

knowledge of C++ language and even some electrical engineering, such as designing electrical

circuits and connectors, we were not able to build it on our own. That is why we were working

with a professional mentor with almost 40 years of experience working at Silicon Valley as an

electrical engineer and also C/C++ programmer.

After collecting and analyzing data, we then worked with another mentor, a professional

computer programmer, who helped us apply linear regression in a computational model for the

purpose of further statistical analysis.

Constraints

Because of the risk with COVID, we were working with our engineering mentor

remotely, which wasn’t always easy, especially when we had to connect the physical parts

together. In addition, there were many electrical concepts, which we were not familiar with, and

which were hard for us to comprehend without professional experience.

Another limitation, which we had, was caused by the COVID-related guidelines, which

required us to always have air purifiers on and windows open during school hours. Because of

this, we were unable to measure how air quality was affected by the presence of students in class

when the air purifier was turned off and windows were closed.
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Goal

The goal of this project is to have a correctly working air quality monitoring system that

can detect and record increased levels of particulates, such as pollutants and allergens in the air.

This would let us know how safe/unsafe the environment, in which we live, work, study, and

sleep, is. For example, if there is a low level of CO2, it means that there is very good ventilation,

which is especially important and beneficial now, during the pandemic. Knowing what’s in the

air might also help people suffering from headaches, dizziness, sleepiness, problems with

concentration and allergies identify the source(s) of their health issues.

Brainstorming

Idea Generation / Selected Approach

As high school students with no prerequisites in computer science, we first wanted to

build a robot. We then realized that for this kind of a challenge, our robot should be able to do

something practical and useful rather than just only move around. Since our teacher-sponsor was

suffering from allergies to pollen, we came up with the idea to have our robot detect it. Our

mentor also advised us to add another sensor that would detect the level of carbon dioxide and

other chemicals, such as volatile organic compounds. This way, our robot would measure the

overall air quality, not just pollen. Thanks to all these ideas, we strongly believed that knowing

what’s in the air could lead to a much safer and healthier environment.
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Model/Prototype

Description of Model

While working with our mentor from Silicon Valley, we have developed a robotic air

quality monitoring system, called Snoopy:

In order to build such a robot, we needed the following hardware:
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After connecting all the parts of Snoopy together, some of us worked in create.arduino.cc

using our school chromebooks, and some others installed the Arduino coding environment on

their computers. We were participating in many lectures about using C++ language to program

all the parts of Snoopy. Many of the concepts were too advanced for us, but in general, what

we’ve learned was that in order to complete the program, almost each part of Snoopy required a

special library that had to be imported at the top of the program using #include command with

the name of the library and .h extension enclosed by the less and greater than symbols. Next,

we’ve learned that all the variables had to be defined together with their kind and data type just

under the libraries and before the main part of the program, like this:
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We also learned how to connect Snoopy to the Bluefruit app installed on our cell phones

via Bluetooth, and how to control its movement when each of the following arrow buttons was

pressed:

In addition, we’ve learned how to program each of the four buttons to display data on the

screen of the Bluefruit’s app, such as button 1, which when pressed, displays the level of pollen

and dust in the air; button 2 displays the level of chemicals, such as CO2 and TVOC, button 3

displays the level of battery, and button 4 displays the date and time, as shown on the screenshot

below:
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And finally, we’ve also learned how to write data gathered by Snoopy every minute to the

SD card for the future analysis and graphical representation:

In this part of the program, the time was recorded by rtc (real time clock) and constantly

compared to its previous record. When there was a difference in time, data detected by the

sensors were then written to the SD card.

Thanks to all these efforts, intense learning, and wonderful support, which we’ve

received from our mentor, all of us took one copy of Snoopy home in order to measure the
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quality of their air and to collect data, which we then analyzed and compared with each other as

well as presented graphically using another programming language, Python:

As a result of this collaborative work, we are able to measure, collect, analyze, present,

research and explain the sources of air pollutants, and even propose some solutions to improve

the quality of air.
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Test model and evaluate

Troubleshooting, Testing & Redesigning

Snoopy let us investigate the situation in both school and home. However, what we’ve

noticed after collecting data was that Snoopy almost always started with indicating the lowest

level of CO2. We then learned that it was because it was the default base level, and that it usually

took a while until Snoopy started sniffing real values. We’ve also noticed sometimes some

sudden outliers in data, which could be caused by either sudden air movement or some kind of

recalibration happening inside Snoopy.

In addition, once we gathered our data, we found out that it was hard to balance the level

of CO2 and TVOC with the level of pollen and dust in the indoor air. When we were able to

lower CO2 and TVOC by simply opening the window, then the level of pollen went drastically

up. When we closed the window, we got the opposite effect: the level of CO2 and TVOC went

up, whereas the level of pollen and dust went down. It forced us to look for some kind of a

compromise between the amounts of these two major air pollutants and allergens.

Another difficulty, which we faced while gathering data, was their inconsistency caused

by different seasons of the year (e.g. there was more pollen during Fall than during Winter time).

We also noticed a discrepancy between daily data collected at school that might depend on

whether or not the students wore perfumes and/or deodorants, used laundry detergents and

softeners with fragrances, hair spray, etc.

And finally, due to COVID-related guidelines, we were only able to collect data when

students were present in class while the air purifier was on and windows were open. Thus, our
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data lack information about the influence of people on air quality when the air purifier was off

and windows were closed.

Because of the above issues, we decided to start with troubleshooting the performance of

Snoopy by simply excluding the outliers and the first default, but not yet accurate, values from

our data. According to the following data, which Snoopy gathered for us at school, both the level

of pollen and dust as well as the level of CO2 were very low. However, the level of TVOC was

first increased, especially when students were in class, even though the window was open and air

purifier was turned on:
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We suspect that this could be caused by the usage of deodorants, perfumes, hair sprays,

clothes dried with sheets coated in lubricants and fragrances, etc. As shown on the graphs above,

when students left the school and the classroom was empty, the level of both TVOC and CO2

remained at a lower level, even though the window was closed. It proves that our school has a

very good ventilation system and was prepared for the pandemic very well.

We then used Snoopy at our houses. As we found out, the situation in all our homes was

much worse. We suspect that the reason could be a much smaller area of our rooms than the area

of our classrooms, the presence of kitchen, pets, and carpet in our houses, worse or no ventilation

system, the lack of air purifiers (except for one of us), and close presence of neighbors and cars,

as opposed to our classroom, which is far from the parking lot. The following results represent

the level of pollen and dust, as well as CO2 and TVOC when the window was closed:
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After opening the window, both TVOC and CO2 decreased significantly, but the level of

pollen and dust went drastically up:
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Using Data To Improve Air Quality

Based on data collected by Snoopy, we realized that even without investing in an

expensive ventilation system, we can still improve the quality of air by simply opening or closing

windows and doors, and turning air purifiers on. The following data collected by Snoopy when

the window was open, show how the level of pollen and TVOC changed when the air purifier

with HEPA filter was first turned off and then on (with the open window, the level of CO2 was

always at its lowest, regardless of whether the air purifier was turned on or off):

Filter Off:

Filter On:
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As shown on the charts below, the average level of pollen decreased about four times and

the average level of TVOC dropped to 0 after the air purifier was turned on, which proves the

effectiveness of HEPA filters.

Computational/Mathematical Model

In order to better understand and analyze the correlation between all the conditions,

during which our data were collected, as well as to identify the most influential ones that either

significantly decreased or increased the quality of air, we decided to make further statistical

analysis on our data in the form of a computational model. After being introduced by our other

(coding) mentor to linear regression, we’ve learned that it measures the relationship between the
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input variables (x), also known as independent variables, and the single output variable (y), also

known as dependent variable (Brownlee, 2020).  In order to better see how each condition

affected the quality of air, we decided to use this mathematical concept in our computational

model. We learned that a variety of techniques can be used to prepare the linear regression

equation from data, and that the most common one is Ordinary Least Squares Linear Regression

(Brownlee, 2020). Its purpose is to find the values of coefficients b (y-intercept) and m (slope of

the line) used in the linear function together with independent variables x and dependent variable

y, for which the sum of the squared distances (also called errors) between the actual data points

and the line of such function is the least. And finally, in order to assess how well a regression

model fits a dataset, it is necessary to also calculate the root mean square error (RMSE), which

indicates the average distance between the predicted values from the model and the actual data

points. The lower the RMSE, the better a model fits a dataset (Zach, 2021).

Since two of the students in our team have not taken calculus class yet, we first decided

to study the mathematical concepts and equations used in this kind of linear regression model:

Linear function: y = b + mx

Where:

y →  dependent variable

b →  y-intercept

m → slope of the line

x →  independent variable

For the purpose of our model that uses many data points, we replaced the above formula with the

following:

q1 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 p1 + E1

…
qn = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 pn + En
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Where:
q1, q2, … qn → actual data points
𝛽0, 𝛽1 → constants (coefficients), think about them as b and m
p1, p2, … pn → predicted points (points on the line)
E1, E2, … En → errors (distances from the line)
The above can be represented in this simplified form:

1) Since we are looking for the least errors, let’s solve for E:

2) Let’s calculate the norm (||...||) of E (a norm is a square root of the sum of the squared

elements):

3) Let’s square the norm to get rid of square root:

We will now learn how to take partial derivative (∂) in respect to x (∂y / ∂x) in the following

example: y = ax3 + bx2 + x + 5. In order to do so, use x’s exponent as a constant value and

multiply it by x, and then decrease this x’s exponent by 1:
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∂y / ∂x = 3ax3-1 + 2bx2-1 + 1x1-1 + 0*5x0-1 = 3ax2 + 2bx + 1 + 0; Now, back to our problem:

4) Take partial derivative in respect to 𝛽0:

y = (qi - 𝛽0 - 𝛽1pi)2 = u2

u = qi - 𝛽0 - 𝛽1pi

Let’s apply the chain rule as shown in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ic_LW7K8eGE

Notice that y = u2, so taking partial derivative in respect to u means placing the
value of the exponent (2) on the left side of u and decreasing the actual exponent by 1:

Now, let’s combine all of this together:

5) Take partial derivative of the error E (from step 3 above) in respect to 𝛽0 in order to find the

least sum of the squared errors (which means finding the value of 𝛽0 for which the function

equals to 0). Since we already solved it above, we only need to add a Σ symbol and replace y

with E:
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Simplify the above, and solve for 𝛽0:

- Divide both sides by -2:

- Break up the sum by all its parts by removing parentheses (remember that 𝛽0 repeats n

times; why? Because is inside Σ):

/ why 𝛽1 is not multiplied by n? Look at this: let’s say 𝛽1 = 2, p1 = 1, p2 = 2, p3 = 3, then 𝛽1 * p1 +
𝛽1 * p2 + 𝛽1 * p3 = 2*1 + 2*2 + 2*3 = 2+4+6 = 12, which can be also written as 𝛽1 * Σ pi = 2 *
(1+2+3) = 12; if however we multiplied 𝛽1 by n (so by 3 p’s), then we would get 2 * 3 = 6, which
when multiplied by the sum of p’s: (1+2+3) = 6 * 6 = 36. Conclusion: use either Σ or n (not
both!) /

- Get rid of n by multiplying each part by 1/n:

- Notice that the sum of the components when divided by n, equals their average values

(the formula for average: Σpi / n, and it’s represented using a dash at the top):

- Solve for 𝛽0 by adding 𝛽0 to both sides:
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6) Take partial derivative in respect to 𝛽1:

Like in step 4 above, let’s apply the chain rule:

Where:

y = (qi - 𝛽0 - 𝛽1pi)2 = u2

u = qi - 𝛽0 - 𝛽1pi

7) Take partial derivative of the error E in respect to 𝛽1:

Simplify the above, and solve for 𝛽1:
- Divide both sides by -2:
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- Break up the sum by all its parts multiplied by pi (like we did in step 5):

- Replace Σpi with the average of pi * n:

- Replace 𝛽0 with the result from point 5 ( ):

- Multiply the parentheses by :

- Get rid of parentheses:

- Simplify:

- Subtract the part with 𝛽1 from both sides:

- Remove - from 𝛽1:

- Solve for 𝛽1 (divide both sides by ):
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The next step was to write a computational model using the Python programming

language. However, thanks to one of the scientific libraries called sklearn, we did not have to

translate the above mathematical equations into Python, but instead we imported the ready

LinearRegression() function from this library, which we named ‘regressor’. We then used a

variety of conditions as our independent variable x, which data collected by Snoopy (variable y)

depended on. And finally, we used this linear regression function with the fit(x,y) method in

order to find the function that was the closest to all the data points, as well as regressor.coef_ to

get the values of this function’s coefficients that represented the effect of each condition

(variable x) on our data points (variable y). Our model is shown below:

# Import libraries and read data from file:
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# Looking for relationships in a correlation heatmap:

Thorough analysis of the above graphical representation of the correlation of data and all

their conditions indicates that all the factors (or conditions) affected the air quality, incl. burning

incense, sprayed chemicals, close location of parking lot and/or street or its lack, presence of

people, open/closed window/door, air purifier on/off, but also the actual location of data

collection, such as school, bedroom, and restroom. While data gathered at school and bedrooms

differed significantly due to being away from parking lot and street, and having better ventilation

system and air purifiers at school, as opposed to our bedrooms, the only reason why restroom

seems to have such a significant effect on air, is the fact that it is where incense was burnt and

chemicals were sprayed. This fact lets us see that using restroom as an independent variable

would not be correct, because it’s not the location itself that affected the air quality, but the

actions performed there. That is why we decided to uncomment the first line with the
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dataset.drop() function, and this way exclude the restroom from analyzing the level of pollen.

Similarly with people, whose presence seems to have a positive effect on air quality at school.

It’s because while taking data at school, we had to have air purifiers on and windows open all the

time (due to district-wide guidelines caused by the pandemic), which means that our data did not

really inform how the presence of people at school affected air quality also when the windows

were closed and air purifiers were off during school hours. This made our data lack some

additional conditions and circumstances, but due to some limitations, which we couldn’t control,

our best option was to simply exclude some of these conditions from further analysis.

# Select independent variable (features) and dependent variable (outcome):

As shown on the above screenshot of our code, the independent variables, which we

decided to focus on were: Window Open, Door Open and Air Purifier, and as the dependent

variable, we used the level of the largest pollen (with a size of 10.0 microns).

# Split datasets for validating model:

As shown above, 80% of data was used for training our model, and 20% was used for

testing its accuracy.
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# Train linear regression model with training data:

This is where we used the LinearRegression() function imported previously from the

sklearn library. We first saved it in the regressor variable, and then used it with the fit(x,y)

method in order to train our model, so it could find the best fit linear function for 80% of our

data.

# Review model intercept and coefficients:

The above coefficients indicate that opening windows and doors increased the level of

pollen, whereas turning air purifier on decreased it.
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# Test model predictions with testing data:

# Review model performance:

As explained before, the lower the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), the better our

model fits actual data. Since its value is only about 5.6, we can assume that it correctly predicts

the amount of pollen depending on whether the window and/or door is open or not and/or the air

purifier is on or off.
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# Repeat process above for TVOC, instead of PM10:

Since both incense and chemicals had a significant impact on the level of total volatile

organic compounds in the air, we decided to include these factors in the analysis of TVOC. As

shown on the above screenshot of our code, simply opening the windows and doors as well as

turning the air purifier on helped decrease the level of chemicals in the air, whereas burning

incense and spraying chemicals significantly increased it.
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As opposed to RMSE obtained for pollen, this one was much bigger, which means that

the model did not predict the amount of TVOC correctly. We were certain that including the

outliers, such as incense and chemicals, contributed to this poor performance of our model a lot.

Also, incomplete data about the impact of people, which - due to the school district’s directives -

always required windows to be opened and air purifier to be turned on (which caused the lack of

data informing about the effect of people on the air quality when the windows were closed and

air purifier was off), might cause the discrepancy between our model and the actual data. After

removing these factors, the RMSE, as shown below, improved a lot:
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As shown on the screenshot above, the RMSE significantly improved, but it was still

much higher than the one for pollen. We believe that the main reason for it, is the fact that TVOC

readings were much larger than PM 10.0 data, and that this higher RMSE might be caused by the

scale differences between these two.

# Reviewing distribution of data graphically:

As shown on the charts above, closed windows and doors, turned air purifiers off, and

sprayed chemicals caused significant accumulation of TVOC in the air. What surprised us here

was the higher level of TVOC when the incense was not burnt. This could be caused by the fact

that when incense was not burnt in the restroom (that was without a window and with the door

closed) we then sprayed a variety of chemicals there. Thus, when the binary value of incense was

0, the binary value of chemicals was 1 (which had a stronger effect on the level of TVOC than

incense). We can also clearly see that when chemicals were not sprayed, the amount of TVOC

was exactly the same as the amount of TVOC accumulated while burning incense. This finding
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lets us clearly see that exploring the presence of the factors without exploring their lack certainly

contributed to such a wrong outcome. This could be fixed by measuring the quality of air in the

restroom when neither incense nor chemicals were used. Another approach could be separating

incense from chemicals by placing them in different locations (e.g. Restroom1 and Restroom2)

in our dataset, which would give us better control over them. It would also be more accurate if

the same amount of data was gathered for each condition explored. The measurement performed

in the restroom took only about two hours, while the measurement of other conditions and

locations lasted much longer, spanning even the entire night and day.

# Exploring CO2:
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Based on the values of the above coefficients, the level of CO2 in school was always at

its minimum, as well as opening the window and door always helped with decreasing its amount.

However, since RMSE was so high, which made our model even more ineffective than our initial

TVOC model, we also decided to exclude the outliers (incense and chemicals) together with

incomplete data about people, and this is what we ended up with after modeling linear regression

again with our updated dataset:
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Both the coefficients and RMSE are equal to zero meaning that our model accurately

represents the actual data. Without the outliers and incomplete data about the effect of people on

the quality of air, the level of CO2 was always at 400 particles per million parts of air, which is

the exact value of the y-intercept as shown above. Thus, our modified CO2 model can be

represented by the following equation:

y (CO2 at 400 ppm) = b (y-intercept) + m1x1 + m2*x2 + m3x3

CO2 at 400 ppm = 400.0 + 0*Window Open + 0*Door Open + 0*Air Purifier

CO2 at 400 ppm = 400.0
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Conclusion

As we’ve learned, in order to improve the air quality indoors, in addition to helping VOC

and CO2 escape from the room by simply opening the window (if it’s OK to bring pollen inside)

or at least the door, it would be also very beneficial to replace the carpet with tiles that can be

washed frequently, use ecological paints, invest in good ventilation system, and use air purifiers

with HEPA filters, like this one:

As officially defined by the U.S. Department of Energy, high efficiency particulate air

(HEPA) filters can theoretically remove at least 99.97% of dust, pollen, mold, bacteria, and any

airborne particles with a size of 0.3 microns (µm). The diameter specification of 0.3 microns

responds to the most penetrating particle size (MPPS) (United States Environmental Protection

Agency, 2021).

We also learned that collecting data is a very important process in scientific research. If

there is no way that a particular condition (for example the presence of people) can be measured

in a variety of circumstances (e.g. open/closed window/door, air purifier on/off), then it’s better

to exclude such incomplete data from the model. Otherwise, the coefficient representing such a

condition will most likely be incorrect, and the entire model will not be an accurate
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representation of the reality. Thus, while focusing on a particular condition, it’s important to

collect an equal amount of data in a variety of circumstances, which will show a more accurate

and realistic effect of such a condition on the measured outcomes. In other words, while

collecting data when the specific conditions are true, we also should collect data when one of

them is true and the other one is false, and vice versa, as well as when all of them are false.

And finally, we strongly believe that collecting the same amount of data for different

circumstances should also be taken into account in order to make them more comparable, which

would lead to a more accurate model. If gathering the same amount of data for each condition

would not be possible, another solution would be a separate model for each explored location.

Collaboration

Roles / Responsibilities

We’ve shared the responsibilities and roles while working on this project. It all depended

on our interests and certain natural skills. Some of us were better in public speaking and oral

presentations than others, some others were more interested and skilled in computer

programming, whereas others were able to explain the mathematical concepts, which we all

learned about, and finally there were also those, who mostly enjoyed working with hardware.

Contributions

We all were meeting regularly after school with our mentors and our teacher-sponsor. We

listened to the lectures and followed our mentor while working with hardware. All of us gathered

our own data, which we then plotted individually using our collaboratively developed Python
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program. We all also explored and studied all the mathematical concepts used in linear

regression, including line function, partial derivatives, chain rule, etc., as well as we learned how

to write mathematical equations using LaTeX to explain these concepts. We then were regularly

meeting with our other mentor, who taught us how to apply such linear regression in a

computational model in order to perform statistical analysis and to predict outcomes from actual

data. And finally, we were all working together on preparing this report as well as the final

presentation.
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